ROWAN DARTINGTON – HIGH INCOME
COLLECTIVES SERVICE: INTERMEDIARIES - MEDIUM RISK MODEL (3)

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE:

PORTFOLIO INFORMATION
Information as at

30th Nov 2018

Our AMC*

0.30% ex.VAT

Our Admin Charge*

0.35%

Underlying Fund TER

0.76%
1.41%

Total TER#*

Model Volatility
(3 year actual)

6.03

Benchmark Volatility
(3 year actual)

6.55

  PAST  (%):

30th Nov 2011

Min. Investment

£10,000

Min. Additional
Investment

£1,000

Min. Regular
Investment

This model is designed to generate a high level of income from a portfolio of funds invested in
equities and fixed interest investments. It will have a defensive characteristic via the majority of the
holdings, however the need to generate a ‘high’ income will result in the inclusion of some funds
which are a higher risk. The income stream generated by the portfolio will be robust because it is
coming from a diversified base. Over time it is expected to grow as companies grow their dividends.
Fund selection will ensure broad diversification across asset classes and at a stock level.

3.99%

Portfolio Yield**

Launch Date

DECEMBER 2018

£300/month

Min. Withdrawal

£1,000

Source: FE Analytics

Past performance is not indicative of future performance. The value of shares and the income
from them, can fall as well as rise and investors may get back less than the amount invested.

DISCRETE (%)

CUMULATIVE (%)
TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Artemis Income
Kames Property Income
Invesco European Equity Income
L&G Asian Income Trust
Threadneedle UK Equity Income
Newton Global Income
Woodford Income Focus
GAM Star Credit Opportunities
Schroder Sterling Corporate Bond
Royal Lon Shrt Dur Glbl Yield Bond

CONTACT

Rowan Dartington Intermediaries
Colston Tower
Colston Street
Bristol BS1 4RD
0117 9277273
info@rowan-dartington.co.uk

1m

3m

6m

1yr

3yrs

5yrs

2017

2016

2015 2014

High Income
Model

-0.41

-4.13

-4.02

-2.41

17.54

31.67

9.04

12.67

4.52

6.07 14.66

IA Mixed Investment
40-85% Shares

0.51

-4.53

-3.00

-1.02

20.89

31.49

9.98

12.87

2.66

4.87 14.47

2013

Please note:
The chart above shows the performance of the High Income Model from 30/11/2011 when the
model launched, up until the information as at 30/11/2018. Accordingly, this live data shows how
the model performed taking into account any changes to the model, and any underlying fund
charges, but excludes Rowan Dartington Intermediaries management and administration fees.
Data from 1 month through to 5 years is cumulative (%), after which data from 2017 to 2013 is
discrete (%). The cumulative periods are for the period stated, for example 3m, up until the most
recent date as shown on the chart. The discrete periods are calendar years. The benchmark
selected is the one most suitable for this model's asset allocation.

INVESTMENT OUTLOOK:
The concerns gripping global equity markets have shown no signs of abating recently with little
in the way of positive news flow. With the exception of the US, economic data from the
majority of developed economies has persistently disappointed in recent months and with
global growth on the wane, this situation is likely to remain for the foreseeable. The withdrawal
of liquidity by the Central Banks is really starting to take effect with the Federal Reserve
continuing to tighten policy through higher interest rates. This follows the ECB which has
finally turned off the quantitative easing tap after purchasing more than €2.6tn1 of assets over
the last few years. Equity indices have not been responding well and the heavy losses seen
throughout November have persevered into the final month of the year. Uncertainty is a word
that has been used to describe the UK a lot in 2018 but it remains entirely accurate as we enter
the New Year. Domestic politics appears to be in complete disarray, not the unity required to
navigate the next 3 months as the Brexit date rapidly approaches. Challenging times indeed.
The High Income model’s exposure to defensive equities aims to provide income as well as
potential capital appreciation, whilst also having exposure to companies where growth is very
much in contention.
Source: Investment Europe, 13th December 20181
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KEY POINTS

ASSET, GEOGRAPHIC & RISK ALLOCATION:

High income

Strategic asset allocation investment
process
High quality funds

Active management

Risk Group 1
15%

Risk Group 2
15%

Risk Group 3
40%

Risk Group 4
15%

Risk Group 5
15%

PLATFORMS

Please note:
The risk gauge is a graphical representation of the portfolio’s risk weighting for illustrative purposes
only.

7IM

Please find the definitions for each ‘Risk Group’ in our Investment Risk Classification Matrix.

Aegon
Alliance Trust

Ascentric
Aviva - 0.35% AMC applicable

Fusion
Nucleus
Elevate
Novia
Standard Life

* Our Admin charge, Annual Management Charge, underlying funds Total Expense Ratio (TER) and
total TER are those relating to investments made and held in our internal nominee. If you are
investing via an alternative third-party platform, the custodian charge and transaction cost may be
different, and the underlying funds TER will depend on the types of units (e.g. retail or institutional)
that can be accessed via that third party platform. Some funds available on the Rowan Dartington
platform may not be available on third-party platforms, in this instance an alternate fund will be used.
Rowan Dartington Intermediaries cannot be held responsible for any differences in the published TER
or transaction cost when using a third party platform. VAT will be charged where applicable.
** Portfolio yield gives an indication of the current level of income which is expected to be
distributed over the coming 12 months. This is based on the current holdings within the portfolio, and
after the deduction of the investment funds’ annual management charges – it is gross of basic rate
tax. It excludes the annual Rowan Dartington management charge.
# The underlying fund TER relates to the fund AMC, custody and other associated charges applied by
the underlying funds. The total TER comprises of our management fee, administration fee and
underlying fund TERs.
Source: Performance and sector analysis data compiled by Financial Express.

Transact

Zurich
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 RISKS
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SPECIFIC FUND RISKS
• ,0$/4ŋ The value of equities (e.g. shares) and equity-related investments may vary according to company profits and future prospects
as well as more general market factors. Consequently, the value of equities can rise and fall sharply at times and returns aren’t
guaranteed.
• *)ŋ The fund holds bonds issued by companies and governments. There is a chance that some of the companies and government
that issue the bonds will fail to make interest or capital payments or other investors may believe the security of the government or
company has declined, both of which would reduce the value of your investments. The value of bonds are also sensitive to change in
interest rates, for an example, an increase in interest rates may cause a fall in the value of an investment in bonds.
• ( -"$)"(-& /.ŋ This fund holds investments in less developed economies and invests in less mature stock markets, so its value may
fluctuate more than a fund which invests in developed countries.
• -*+ -/4ŋ This fund invests mainly in property (i.e. land and buildings). Property can be difficult to sell in a short period, so you may
not be able to sell or switch out of the investment when you want to due to the delay in acting upon the instruction. The value of
property can fall as well as rise, particularly if there are more people trying to sell rather than buy, and is generally a matter of a
valuers opinion until the property is sold.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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Rowan Dartington Intermediaries, its associate companies and/or their clients, directors and employees may own or have a position in the
securities mentioned herein and may add to or dispose of any such securities. The information contained within this document is believed
to be correct, but it cannot be guaranteed. This factsheet may not be reproduced or distributed in any format or by any means without the
prior written consent of Rowan Dartington Intermediaries. Rowan Dartington Intermediaries is a trading name of Rowan Dartington & Co
Limited.
Rowan Dartington is part of the St. James’s Place Wealth Management Group. Rowan Dartington & Co Ltd is a member firm of the London
Stock Exchange and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England & Wales No. 2752304 at
St. James’s Place House, 1 Tetbury Road, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 1FP, United Kingdom.
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